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The 47th St. BID’s Annual Public Meeting FY 2015

T

he BID’s Annual Public
Meeting was held on November 26th at the McGraw Hill
Conference Center which is located at Avenue of the Americas
between 48th and 49th Street.
The Keynote speakers were;
United States Senator Charles
Schumer and John Prato, the
Honorable Consulate General
from Canada in New York.
BID President, Harvey Nagin,
greeted everyone who was in attendance. He then individually
thanked by name all the other
members of the board; Steven
Grauer; Michael Toback; Dennis
Marlow; Jeffrey Mordekai; Ken
Kahn; Richard Friedman; Robert
Hadi; Ronnie VanderLinden;
Richard Winick; S. David Belsky;
Jay Holzer; Chris Ipek; Raizy
Haas; Lucy Orozco; Matt Selig;

L to R: BID Executive Committee Member Richard Friedman, BID Executive Director Michael Grumet,
Consulate General of Canada in NY John Prato, BID President Harvey Nagin, US Senator Charles Schumer,
BID Chairman Steven Grauer, NY City Councilman Dan Garodnick, New York State Senator Brad Hoylman

John Kocak; Yale Zoland; Danielle Azeroual; Adnan Aydin;
Jack Elo; Moris YeroShalmi;

Canada Shines: Canadian Consul General John Prato Makes the
Case for Canadian Diamonds

Canadian Consul General John
Prato accepting his award
photo © by Edge City Design

J

ohn Prato, Canada’s Consul
General in New York, this
month addressed the 47th
Street Business Improvement

District at its annual meeting,
a session that was also attended
by Senator Chuck Schumer
and New York State Senator
Brad Hoylman. During his
address, Consul General Prato
made a compelling case for the
significance of the U.S.-Canada
trading relationship (at US$734
billion annually in goods and
services in 2013, it’s the largest
bilateral trading relationship in
the world) and tightened the
focus in particular to Canada’s
relationship with New York.
“Here in New York City, the
U.S.-Canada connection is esContinued on page 10

Marc Beznicki; Alon Mor; Jules
Fleischer; Sammy Abramov;
Michael Oistacher; Isaac Chetrit;

Sunny Yung; Memhet Gulay;
Adam Abramson and Reuven
Continued on page 10

U.S. Senator Charles Schumer Addresses The Diamond District
Community at the 47th Street BID’s Annual Public Meeting

“I

am so happy to be here, at
the center of one of biggest
drivers of economic growth in
New York City – a city that has
many industries and is rightly
considered the entrepreneurial
capital of the world. The Diamond District embodies that
creative, entrepreneurial spirit
of New York.
You know, the historian Russell Shorto wrote a book called
the Island at the Center of the
World – Manhattan – and here
was his theory. His theory was
that the culture of New York
become the culture of America.
Continued on page 6

U.S. Senator Charles Schumer
photo © by Edge City Design
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Legislative Update

Proposed Commercial
Rent Tax Change
Commercial Rent Tax is levied on businesses ONLY in Manhattan
between Chambers & 96th St. who are paying more than $250k in annual rent. It is a very unfair tax as other parts of Manhattan and none
of the other boroughs pay the tax. It is levied on offices, restaurants,
retailers, etc. The only tenants not subject to it are not-for-profits.

DIAMOND DISTRICT MONTHLY
580 5th Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036

The Manhattan Chamber of Commerce is trying to show that small
businesses are paying this unfair tax and they want to fight for its
elimination for businesses paying annual rent below $500 k and get
the funds back into the hands of the small business owners.

Michael Grumet, Publisher
michaelgrumet@diamonddistrict.org

In order to help us with this fight, we need to identify the small businesses who are paying the tax to show the administration that these
are the businesses who are part of the backbone of our borough.

Natalia Cheviakova, Administrative Director
info@diamonddistrict.org

Please contact Nancy Ploeger ( np@Manhattancc.org ) at the Manhattan Chamber of Commerce if your company does pay commercial
rent tax. We do not need to know the amount of your rent or other
proprietary information but only if you are in the zone and are paying this unfair tax and the amount of the tax.

O.O. Barrett, Editor

Bernard Rapaport, Advertising Sales
adsales@diamonddistrict.org
P: 212-302-5690 F:212-302-7835
Michael Mitchell, Art Director
design@diamonddistrict.org
The Diamond District Monthly is
published monthly by the 47th Street
Business Improvement District.
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Executive Committee
Harvey Nagin – Nagin Jewelry
President
Steven Grauer – Gold Art 18 KT LLC
Chairman
Michael Toback – Myron Toback Inc.
Vice Chairman
Dennis Marlow – Solitaire Creations
Secretary
Robert Hadi – ABS Partners Real Estate, LLC
Treasurer
Richard Winick – Manny Winick & Son
Ken Kahn – KenArt Realties
Richard Friedman – I. Friedman & Sons
Ronnie VanderLinden – Diamex Inc.
Jeffrey Mordekai – Petra Jewelers  
Board Members
S. David Belsky – S.D.Belsky Associates
Chair Audit Committee
Jay Holzer – Dyckmans
Chris Ipek – Altin Realty
Raizy Haas – Extell Development Corp.
Lucy Orozco – Valley National Bank
Matt Selig – Leo Ingwer
John Kocak – Unique Settings
Yale Zoland – Zoland’s
Danielle Azeroual – Premier Realty
Adnan Aydin - Futurama Jewelry Exchange
Jack Elo – The Elo Group
Moris Yero Shalmi – ABC
Marc Beznicki – Kingmark Jewelers
Alon Mor – Mor Diamonds
Jules Fleischer – Jewelry by Alexander
Sammy Abramov – AA Pearl
Michael Oistacher – Manhattan Gold & Silver
Isaac Chetrit – Yadidi Group
Sunny Yung – Central Management Corp.
Memhet Gulay – City Property Development
Adam Abramson – Abramson Brothers
Bill de Blasio – Mayor
Scott Stringer – New York City Comptroller
Gale Brewer – Manhattan Borough President
Daniel Garodnick – Council Member
John Glaister – Resident
Reuven Kaufman – Diamond Dealers Club
STAFF
Michael Grumet – Executive Director
Natalia Cheviakova – Administrator Director
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Is your insurance broker a “vendor” or a trusted advisor?
Call MJM Global and discover the difference.
We provide superior risk management to manufacturers,
diamond cutters, wholesalers, retailers, trade associations,
contractors and designers in the jewelry industry.
Our team of proven specialists will help you meet today’s
challenges and plan for a secure future.

Proudly representing:
• Jewelers Mutual • XL • Hanover • Berkley
• London and European Markets
• Chubb • Fireman’s Fund • Travelers
and others …

Paul Silverman
Renee Merhige
Jerry Roth
Adrienne Carreras
Matthew Pitnick
25 Rockwood Place, #210 • Englewood, NJ 07631 • 201-720-7700
12550 Biscayne Blvd., #306 • North Miami, FL 33181
www.mjmglobal.com

home to the New york jewelry center
15 floors teeming with fine jewelers, precious stone dealers
and jewelry designers

for rental information contact: KEN KAHN 212-354-0200
kkahn@kenartrealties.com
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U.S. Senator Charles Schumer Addresses The Diamond District Community
at the 47th Street BID’s Annual Public Meeting

Continued from Page 1

The culture was originally not English, but Dutch. In the 17th
So, for New York City, it is absolutely imperative that we keep the
Century, we were settled by the Dutch. But the English culture was Diamond District booming and we keep the really good-paying
a more stratified culture. If you didn’t belong to the right clubs, or jobs you all create and sustain.
to the right families, you couldn’t advance.
That’s why we need to focus on improving New York City’s
But the Dutch culture said: “wherever you come from, whatever infrastructure and transportation systems – that is the backbone
you look like, no matter to whom you pray, we welcome you – to of our economic success and those improvements will bring more
New York!”
tourists to NYC and to the Diamond District in particular.
At the time the Dutch settled Manhattan Island, it was only the
One example: I’ve been really focused on improving our aging
6th biggest settlement on North America (Boston, Jamestown, rail infrastructure and, specifically, finishing the work at Moynihan
Charleston, etc).
Station.
But sure enough, by 1800, New York was the largest city, the most
After years of dreaming and work, Moynihan Station is on the
entrepreneurial city. Shorto writes, the Dutch culture, embodied precipice of success. It’s time we access available federal money —
in New York, became the American culture. That’s why New York from the F.T.A., Amtrak and elsewhere — to get it done now. The
became the center of businesses, because we
benefits to midtown and the Diamond District
are competitive, entrepreneurial, inclusive…
are clear.
I say inclusive because the Dutch had a tolAnother example: the Gateway project, which
erant culture. Maybe not tolerant in any sense
for those of you who are unfamiliar, involves
of the way we mean it today…but during a
totally revamping Amtrak’s infrastructure near
century of intense religious warfare in Europe,
New York City and New Jersey. Most importantly,
the Netherlands were a safe haven to religious
it would involve building new rail tunnels under
refugees, in Europe and the New World.
the Hudson to replace the century-old tunnels we
They welcomed immigrants from all nations
currently rely on.
and creeds to New York – establishing our rich
We are much closer than people realize to a
tradition of immigration and really defining
calamitous situation where the Amtrak tunnels
America as a “melting pot.”
coming into New York City become inoperable
I bring this up, because the Diamond District
before we have new tunnels in place. I’m so adais, in so many ways, emblematic of that inclusive,
mant that we get this project underway – because
“melting pot” New York.
New York City must remain easily accessible – our
The diamond and jewelry industry continues
tourism industry depends on it.
to provide employment opportunities and good
And, of course, since Superstorm Sandy, I’ve
paying jobs for immigrant populations with little U.S. Senator Charles Schumer
been working tirelessly to ensure that we repair
photo © by Edge City Design
formal education.
what damage remains, reimburse homeowners
Almost 70% of industry workers are immigrants and positions who suffered devastating losses, and rebuild New York City’s inin the diamond and jewelry industry are typically higher paying frastructure stronger than before.
then other segments within manufacturing and retail.
New York City is the undisputed center of the diamond and
The diamond and jewel industry, maybe ironically to some given jewelry industry for North America and much of the world.
that it is a luxury product, provides the rungs on the ladder of opWith government assistance to ensure the District is accessible
portunity for many New Yorkers who are starting at the very bottom. and appealing to tourists, we can enhance one of New York City’s
Maybe there is no better example of the “melting pot” nature most iconic industries and ensure its continued success.
of the Diamond District than to hear dealers of every ethnicity
I know that is what William Goldberg would want. Back in 2006,
and nationality, Muslim, Indian, what have you, saying the Mazel: I worked with his son Saul Goldberg and the Goldberg family to
“Mazel und brucha” – luck and blessing – to seal a deal.
have the City designate East 48th Street between Fifth and Madison
That reality is just one aspect of something we all know – intui- Avenues “William Goldberg” Way.
tively – that the diamond district is a vital cog in the machinery
The testament to William Goldberg was well deserved: for his
of our economy.
leadership in the industry – really making it what it is today – for
But, beyond intuition, when you quantify the economic impact his time as President of the Diamond Dealers Club, and for his
of the Diamond District, the impression is astounding.
philanthropy and what he did for greater New York. He would be
The diamond and jewelry businesses in New York City generate very proud of the sustained growth you all have earned.
an annual $24 billion in economic impact.
I intend to do everything I can to keep that momentum going,
There are over 4,100 local companies employing approximately to keep the Diamond District booming even in a competitive
22,300 people clustered together on 47th Street. The number of economic climate. I intend to see 47th street thrive and become
direct, indirect and induced employees exceeds 32,000.
the next big New York City tourist destination.
When you add up the sum total of wages, sales, and the secondKnow that you will always have a partner and advocate in Washary jobs you all support down the production line, the positive ington as long as I am around.
influence on the economy is simply enormous.
Thank you.”
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Learn Diamond Grading
from the Creators of the 4Cs.
Enroll in a GIA Diamond Grading Lab class.
• Grade diamonds consistently and accurately
• Practice with actual diamonds graded by GIA
• Improve your diamond grading skills in just 5 days
• New location at International Gem Tower

Upcoming Classes in NYC
Oct 6-10, 2014
Oct 13-17, 2014
Oct 27-31, 2014
Nov 3-18, 2014 (Night)

Dec 1-5, 2014
Jan 12-16, 2015
Jan 26-Feb 10, 2015 (Night)
Feb 2-6, 2015

Enroll online at www.gia.edu
A branch of GIA’s
campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New
York State Education
Department.

New York Education Center
50 W 47th Street
New York, NY 10036
T 800 366 8519
T 212 944 5900
F 212 719 9563
E nyedu@gia.edu
www.gia.edu
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Annual
Public
Meeting
FY 2015

Photos © by Edge City Design

L to R: BID Executive Director Michael Grumet, BID
President Harvey Nagin & US Senator Charles Schumer

L to R: Chair BID Audit Committee S. David
Belsky & BID Treasurer Robert Hadi
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L to R: New State Senator Brad Hoylman &
BID Executive Director Michael Grumet

Annual
Public
Meeting
FY 2015

L to R: BID Director Lucy Orozco, John Prato Consulate General of Canada
in New York, BID Executive Committee Member Ronnie VanderLinden

BID Executive Committee
Member Richie Winick

L to R: BID Vice Chairman Michael Toback, BID
Board Members Matt Selig & Michael Oistacher

Photos © by Edge City Design

L to R: BID Executive Committee Member Richard Friedman, BID Treasurer
Dennis Marlow, BID President Harvey Nagin, BID Executive Director Michael
Grumet, BID Chairman Steven Grauer, John Prato Consulate General of
Canada in New York, NY State Senator Brad Hoylman
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The 47th St. BID’s Annual Public Meeting FY 2015
Kaufman,” Who all gave so generously of their time to make to
make the 47th Street BID the great success that it is.”
Mr. Nagin then thanked all the elected officals who sat on the
BID’s board of Directors and their representatives; Mayor Bill
de Blasio, Speaker of the City Council Melissa Mark Viverito,
Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer, Councilman Dan
Garodnick and New York City Small Business Services’ Leon
Fonfa. He also thanked the other elected officials who the BID
has worked with United States Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney; United States Senator Kirsten Gillibrand; New York State
Senator Brad Hoylman: New York State Senator Liz Krueger;
New York State Assemblyman Richard Gottfried; and New York
State Senator Daniel Squadron.
Mr. Nagin continued his speech by speaking about the BID’s
accomplishments for the year including, “the free Wi-Fi that BID
arranged to be installed in the exchanges by Time Warner Cable.”

Mr. Nagin then talked about the BID’s importance as an economic
engine for New York City and New York State.
BID Chairman Steven Grauer introduced Senator Schumer who
then spoke the importance of the about the Diamond District to
New York. (Please see accompanying article). This was followed
by the introduction for the Consulate General of Canada in New
York by BID Executive Director Michael Grumet. (Please see accompanying article.)
Mr. Grumet, Mr. Grauer and Mr. Nagin then presented the
BID’s awards for the year. (please see the accompanying articles.)
This was followed by the an explanation of the BID’s Fiscal Year
2015 Budget by BID Treasurer Robert Hadi.
The minutes of the last Annual Meeting were accepted by the
individuals present. TThe BID’s Board of Directors were elected
for the coming year. The meeting was then adjourned and all those
present prepared for another year of accomplishment by the BID.

Canada Shines: Canadian Consul General John Prato Makes the Case
for Canadian Diamonds
pecially apparent – from TD Banks on every other corner to MTA
subway cars supplied by Bombardier,” said the Consul General,
citing two Canadian companies who have made a visible impact
in New York. Consul General Prato also highlighted some impressive statistics that shed light on the importance of the US$33.8
billion in goods traded annually between Canada and the Empire
State. For example, Canada and New York share a border that is
445 miles in length with 17 crossings, four of which are the most
heavily travelled ports of entry between Canada and the U.S., and
a staggering 595,000 New York jobs depend on trade with Canada.
But it is through the lens of the thriving Canadian diamond
industry and its impact on New York that the relationship really
shines. “In 2013, mineral production in Canada contributed over
CAD$44 billion to the Canadian economy,” said Consul General
Prato, “with high-quality diamonds contributing roughly five percent to that figure at over CAD$2 billion in production value. This
places Canada as the third-largest supplier of diamonds in the world
by value.” He added that in Canada’s three northern territories,
diamond production accounts for 56 percent of its overall mineral
production and makes up roughly 50 percent of the Northwest
Territories (NWT) GDP. Significantly, the production of diamonds
in Canada has resulted in the creation of hundreds of Aboriginal
companies, and supports over 8,000 jobs.
So how does Canada’s diamond industry impact on New York,
particularly on the Diamond District?
“Largely because of the diamond district, diamonds are the
number one export category for New York State, followed by
gold and jewelry,” Consul General Prato said, “and 73 percent of
cut gem-quality diamond exports from Canada are sent directly
to the U.S., with New York as their main destination. While the
majority of sorted and unsorted rough diamonds are sent first to
other countries, such as Belgium, the UK, Israel, and India, many
of those diamonds then make their way to New York’s diamond
district once they are cut and polished.”
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Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

And with industry concern over demand for rough diamonds
eventually outpacing supply, the Consul General explained that
Canada is working hard to meet that growing global demand.
Just weeks ago, in fact, De Beers Canada and Mountain Province
Diamonds announced that their joint venture – the Gahcho Kué
diamond mining project in NWT – had received its water license
approval, and the project, which is forecast to produce an average
of 4.5 million carats annually over the mine’s 11-year lifespan, will
begin its two-year construction phase very soon. In addition to
Gahcho Kué:
Stornaway Diamond Corp. has begun construction on Quebec’s
first diamond mine – the Renard Diamond Project – which is expected to produce approximately 1.6 million carats annually over
the course of its 11-year projected lifespan; and
Dominion Diamond Corp. is in the permitting process for its JayCardinal Project (also located at the Ekati Diamond Mine in NWT),
a venture that has the potential to extend the operating life of the
Ekati mine 10 to 20 years beyond its currently scheduled closure.
Since the first diamond production in Canada began in 1998,
the country has grown to be a world leader in diamonds – not
just in production or value, but in incorporating innovative new
approaches to mineral development both in terms of efficiency
and mitigating environmental impact. As well, Canada is a global
leader in authentication, with its various marks, such as the Canada
Mark, Maple Leaf, Polar Ice, and others, providing security to the
international marketplace.
Canada’s swift rise in the diamond industry not only reflects the
country’s rich seam of mineral resources, but also its innovative
approach to bringing new opportunities on stream, its environmental stewardship, and its strong commitment to local communities
benefiting from this glittering success story. It’s a success that
also benefits the diamond industry at large, New York, and the
undisputed center of the North American diamond and jewelry
industry – the Diamond District.

Councilman Daniel Garodnick
DIAMOND
AWARD

“T

hank you Michael Grumet, for this award,
and for the important work that this Business Improvement District does for the area.
As most of you know, I am in my third term in
the Council, but because of new district lines
this is one the few places I get to say I’m a “new”
Council Member. In my district, I have always
had a large number of BIDs — and I know how
important your work is. The sanitation, security,
and beautification services BIDs provide not
only support local businesses, but they help to
make commercial neighborhoods into distinctive destinations. That is only more true here,
where the Diamond District BID is able to service
a unified industry.
If you’re interested, you may even want to read
a law review note “What’s the BID Deal: Can the
Grand Central Partnership Serve a Special Limited Purpose” which was written by a promising
young law school student who later became a
City Councilman. In that article from the year
200, I recognize the critical importance of the
supplemental work of BIDs, which have gotten

even more prevalent since then.
Over the summer, Michael was kind enough to
take me on a tour of the Diamond District. It wasn’t
my first visit to the block, of course. 47th Street is
where I had my wife’s engagement ring made, and
where I have also been an “off-the-street” customer
over the years.
I appreciate the craftsmanship that goes into the
jewelry you produce here, and was doubly impressed
to appreciate the care in which diamonds are handled
and prepared. There is quite a lot happening on
just this one block – and most people don’t realize
just how much the economic activity that happens
here means to New York and the country. We need
to change that.
The Diamond District is, if you’ll excuse the
phrase, a jewel in the City. But, I understand it faces
challenges. From a changing economy to seemingly
more mundane problems like street hawkers, there
is plenty of room for the City to help. I stand ready
to assist however I can.
Thank you so much for welcoming your new
Council Member with this great honor.”
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DIAMOND
AWARD

Photo © by Edge City Design

Martin Hochbaum Ph.D.

S

enator Schumer, Canadian
Consul General, BID leadership, ladies and gentlemen. I am
delighted to be here with so many
good friends and colleagues. In
1997 two new developments took
place in the local diamond and
jewelry industry: the first is the
47th St BID was launched and
the second was I became managing Director of the Diamond
Dealers Club. In the years since,
I have made some modest contributions to the industry and
the BID succeeded beyond the
expectations of all but a few of us.
It is safe to say that: 47th St
is cleaner due to the BID: 47th
St is safer due to the BID; 47th
St is more attractive due to the
BID; and, 47th St is much better
informed of what is going on in
our industry due to the BID’s
first-rate publication. It is unlikely that any of you know this
but years ago I taught a class on
the politics of urban planning
at Hunter College of the City
University of New York. Based

on this and other readings and
experiences, with all of our success, it is clear more remains to
be done. If you walk the streets
between 5th and 6th avenues,
from 57th street south, you come
across some truly beautiful and
elegant streets.
Unfortunately, 47th street is
not yet one of them. Robert F.
Kennedy said that rather than
curse the dark we should light a
candle. He was right and in this
case the “candle” is bringing
about yet more positive changes
on 47th street. In the diamond
a n d j e w e l r y i n d u st r y 4 7 t h
street is a well-known brand.
I have been to many places in
the world, from Brussels to
Bangkok, from Saint Petersburg
to Shanghai. In any of them
you mention 47th street and
there is immediate and positive
recognition, recognition that
anyone involved in marketing
will tell you is priceless. Let us
take advantage of this recognition and collectively make the
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needed improvements.
I am please to say that by
bringing together the public,
nonprofit and private sectors,
the 47th street BID is well on its
way to achieving the elegance
that is found in the streets to our
north. All of us should enlist in
the effort to facilitate its success.
I want to thank the BID leadership, particularly Harvey Nagin
and Stephen Grauer for their
insights. I also want to especially
thank the BID Director Michael
Grumet for working so skillfully
and tirelessly on behalf of this
street. I very much appreciate
the support and friendship of
colleagues in the DDC. It has
been my privilege to work with
some great men and women. The
award I am receiving today is as
much a recognition of their work
as it is of mine.
For those of you who wish to
contact me on any matter, I
may be reached at martin_hochbaum@hotmail.com. Thank
you.

Fine
Jewelry
Market

Canada

Country Overview
As a state with a Free Trade Agreement with the United States, a
member of NAFTA, close geographic proximity to the U.S. Canada
is an obvious target market for domestic U.S. businesses. Canada’s
GDP per capita is $43,100 (2013 est.) with a GDP(PPP) of $1.518
trillion (2013 est.).

Canada has shown a steady increase in demand for U.S. jewelry in all
three categories. Gold jewelry makes up over 73% of jewelry export
value to Canada and silver jewelry makes just over 25% of jewelry
export value to Canada. Canada is the first major market we have
analyzed to see a silver based jewelry market even remotely competitive with gold based jewelry.

2012 to 2013

(% Change in value of U.S. exports, HS Code 7113 articles of jewelry & parts, of precious metal or clad)
TOTAL

25

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL*

21

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER*

36

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

66

Historical Exchange Rate of CANADIAN DOLLAR/U.S. Dollar
Year

Rate

2010

0.970701

2011
2012

1.011464
1.00023

2013

0.971164

2014

0.915147

Exchange Rate

1.2

1.1

CANADA DOLLAR/US DOLLAR

1.0

0.9

0.8

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

*HTS 711319 (Jewelry and parts thereof; of precious metal excluding silver) made up 73.5% of export value in YTD 2014.
HTS 711311(Jewelry and parts thereof; of silver) made up 25.96% of export value in YTD 2014

ollars

200,000,000
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Exchange

CANADA DOLLAR/US DOLLAR

1.0

0.9

Fine
Jewelry
0.8
Market

2010

2011

Canada
2012

2013

2014

Value in thousands of US Dollars

200,000,000

150,000,000

$154,128,539
$137,058,761

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF HS 7113

$131,338,966

YTD(MAR) 2012

100,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2013
YTD(MAR) 2014

50,000,000

0

Item

YTD(MAR) 2012 YTD(MAR) 2013 YTD(MAR) 2014

TOTAL

137,058,761

131,338,966

154,128,539

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL*

97,951,172

93,131,317

113,285,949

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER*

38,619,937

36,790,930

40,015,680

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

487,652

1,416,719

826,910

Trade Shows in CANADA
Name

Date

Canadian
Jewellery Expos

Toronto Expo

August 10-12,
2014

Edmonton Expo

August 15-17,
2014

Expo Prestige

August 24-26,
2014

Link

Description

http://www.cjexpos.com/

Provider of Canada’s largest fine jewellery exhibitions for over 30 years. World class manufacturers and
designers will introduce the latest trends, fashions &
exclusive discounts to jewellery retailers. Educational
seminars and networking opportunities - Canadian
Jewellery Expos are a must to visit!

http://10times.com/expo-prestige

Expo Prestige is a 3 day event being held from 24th
August to the 26th August 2014 at the Montreal Convention Center in Montreal, Canada. This event showcases
products like bracelets, jewelries, minerals, diamonds,
gold collections, silver and many more related products
etc. in the Gems & Jewelry industry.

*HTS 711319 (Jewelry and parts thereof; of precious metal excluding silver) made up 73.66% of export value in 2013.
HTS 711311(Jewelry and parts thereof; of silver) made up 25.69% of export value in 2013.
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BID Treasurer
Robert Hadi

“R

obert Hadi joined the BID’s Board only a few
years ago. He came on as ABS’s representative
when he began to manage their building - 20 West 47th
Street, “ said BID Executive Director Michael Grumet.
“His willingness to be of service to BID and the diamond and jewelry industries were immediately obvious.
Within a year he had joined the Executive Committee.
I know I will always get the help I need when I turn to
Robert. When the position of Treasurer opened up he
was the natural choice.”
Robert was born in New York City. He grew up in London,
where his father ran a carpet-dealing business. He studied
for the bar before returning to America. As a young adult
he returned to New York City and found work in property
management and commercial brokerage. He worked in
the brokerage industry for several years before he found

Sandy Steven
Engravers
All types of engraving
Machine Computer Hand Laser
Has relocated to:
23 West 47th Street
2nd Floor, Room 16
New York, NY 10036
Engravers84@aol.com
212-921-5976
Plaques, Trophies
Awards & More

work as a leasing agent for the owner of one of the district’s exchanges. This gave him first-hand experience in
negotiating with the commercial tenants in our district.
ABS later hired him to find tenants in what was then its
exchange. He successfully filled the nearly half-empty
building within two years. “Robert very much stabilized
that building,” Mr. Grumet said. “He did that with his
gentlemanly manners and indomitable spirit.”
20 West is now slated for demolition. It fell upon Robert’s shoulder’s to empty the building of tenants which
he has accomplished with his usual aplomb. “I know I
speak for everyone in the Diamond District when I say,
‘I hope he will be with us in some capacity’ as the block
evolves”, said Michael Grumet, “and I take great pleasure
in presenting him this award for all the work he has done
for the District.”

